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MAXI CUT
for cutting up to 2 meters
(78-3/4”) length
•

•

•

•

•

•

MAXI-CUT is the new bridge wet saw
designed for performing perfect cuts on bigsized porcelain tiles.
The maximum cutting length of 200 cm (78
¾”) combined with the powerful motor (2,2 kW
– 3 HP), the side square, the increased Ø 200
mm (8”) flanges, the advanced water cooling
system, the wheel-feed-kit, the option to apply
up to 4 side extensions with rollers, the
capacious external water tank provided with
heavy-duty pump and many other features
make this machine the ideal equipment for
cutting big-sized slabs/tiles with the maximum
precision.
Made in extruded and die-cast aluminum and
galvanized steel for maximum reliability and
rust-proofing.
The increased Ø 200 mm (8”) flanges for
giving the diamond disc (special for porcelain)
the maximum rigidity and the advanced watercooling-system with jet very close to the
cutting point ensure the maximum cutting
precision.
Fully removable capacious external water tank
(provided with heavy-duty pump) for superior
cooling, fast water refill and easy cleaning.
Motor assembly with manual feed kit with
wheel for convenient cutting execution 2

LEM 105
This new version of the LEM line has the same
features of the LEM 150 but the followings:
- Maximum length of cut 105cm (41-3/8”);
- Net weight 67Kg (147lb);
-Space required for running the machine at job
place is 130 x 80cm;
- Space required for transporting the machine is
175 X 80 xh35 cm;
- Double side square
These features make our machine a great option
for portability, narrow working area and water
containment. Indeed when in transport position
the LEM 105 can be placed vertically (“standing
up”) so it can easy enter a standard elevator/lift.
When performing cuts it does not wet the floor
since the water slides on the tile and it goes into
the water tank. These features makes this
machine an unique option for renovation jobsites.
Note: further details will be provided soon
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NEW SIDE SQUARE FOR BRIDGE WET SAWS
(item n. 191CL04A1)
This side square is an accessory
suitable for all the Raimondi
aluminum frame bridge saws.
The maximum extent is 35 cm from
the blade. The new side square has
the followings advantages:
•Once set parallel to the line of
cut of the blade, it never looses
the parallelism even when it is
moved away or toward the blade
in order to determine the
dimension of the cut;
•adjustable tilt angle
•it can easily be set parallel to
the blade and so easily adjust
the size of cutting
•it can be set with the desired
angle for performing diagonal
cuts with a great retain
•it is made with a precise sliding
system with 4 re-adjustable
pulleys
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NEW FLANGES Ø 200 mm (8”)
NEW FLANGES Ø 200 mm (standard flanges are Ø 90 mm) for giving the
diamond blade the maximum rigidity and so assure the maximum
precision of cut even with the hardest porcelain tile slabs. These flanges
can be mounted as an option on SMS, ZOE Adv, CM100, CM150
(manual and auto) and CM180 Auto lines.
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BullDog Adv and Bi-BullDog Adv
Now available with manual feed kit with wheel already mounted from the factory.
If compared with the standard manual feed, this system drastically reduces the
operator efforts and increase the quality of the cut because it is easier to
maintain constant speed.
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New disposable “cellulosa” sponge
float for epoxy

It is a really inexpensive high quality sponge float for epoxy grout!
Every single float is wrapped in plastic film to preserve the sponge humidity!
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New Rai-Fix stainless steel hooks
for thin thickness tiles/slabs
New hooks available for tiles/slabs
of 6mm thickness.
Both hooks for tiles of 6mm
thickness and 8mm thickness up
are also available with only 8
holes for allowing to nail the hook
in the wall with a nail gun. This
can be easily done shouting a nail
through the hook where plate is
without holes.

Finally, It’s now available the new optional square for “Rai-Cut” for holding
tile thickness up to 60cm (2-5/16”), Item n. 299LA03D1
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EQUIPMENTS FOR LARGE FORMAT TILES/SLABS UP TO
300cmX150cm (10’X5’)
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Notes on the new Free-Cut accessories
NEW SPECIAL PLIERS FOR CUTTING (item 169TM01A)
After scoring the tile with the Free-Cut, these new special pliers help in the cut of tile of thickness from 6 to 12 mm, the pressure
screw allows to apply the maximum pressure with the minimum effort and even more important these pliers can apply progressive
and fine adjustment of pressure for avoiding shocks to the tile. This is very important when cutting 6/12mm thickness tiles and it’s
also very helpful when performing critical cuts on particularly fragile thin tiles (3/6mm). Another important feature of these pliers is
that you can regulate the gap between the two rubber pressure-pins, so that they can be adjusted according to the cut that you are
performing and this is very helpful for cutting 3/6mm “slices” of 3 meters length.

For all the above reasons these pliers are supplied with 3 different kind of breakers:

1. Flat breaker with square: it can be easily placed on both side of the cut for starting it and it allows larger breakage space, this is
the recommended for starting the cut on thin tiles

2. Rounded breaker with square: it can be easily placed on both sides of the cut for starting it and it allows higher pressure focused
on a specific point; this is the recommended for starting the cut on thick tiles (up to 12mm)

3. Free flat breaker: it can be placed by the side of the tile and apply pressure for cutting strips of maximum 5 cm; this is the
recommended ones for helping the breakage along the cutting line on thick tiles (up to 12mm) after having already started the cut
from both sides with the Rounded breaker
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COMPLETE CUTTING UNIT WITH ANGLE
GRINDER
•
•
•
•

Not all materials (>6mm) can be cut successfully
and so free-cut bars can drive the angle cutter
equipped with a dry diamond blade.
This system is also very helpful for removing a very
narrow slice (f.i. 0,5 cm) from thin tiles (3/6mm)
This angle grinder is also equipped with vacuum
connection for sucking the dust.
The diamond blade can go 2,5 cm deep below the
cutting table.

KIT TO SECURE THE FREE-CUT BARS TO
A BENCH FOR REPETITIVE CUTS
This kit is made for simplify the repetitive cuts.
It’s made up of n.2 side supports for fixing to
the bench and for up-and-down movement;
Metal ruler for alignment and cutting-off.
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NEW RLS CLIPS
Raimondi Levelling System (RLS) is now a very popular system because of it is the solution for ensuring the
leveling of tiles when installing flexible, large format, heavy or thin tiles (3/5 mm; 1/8”- 3/16”). As you are aware the
standard clips for tiles of thickness from 3mm up to 12mm allow a minimum joint of 1,5mm and, if it is required a
wider joint, it is necessary to use a regular tile spacer that have to be used jointly with the RLS (see image here
below).
In order to have a more efficient leveling system we have developed 2 new “CLIPS” which will avoid the use of the
regular tile spacers when a joint wider then 1,5mm is required.
So, starting from today the following new items are available:
- RLS CLIPS 3mm (red color), it creates a joint size of 3mm (1/8”)
- RLS CLIPS 4mm (grey color), it creates a joint size of 4mm (5/32”)
Both versions are suitable for tile thickness from 3 mm up to 12 mm (1/8” - 1/2”).
Here below you can find you can find details about the RLS CLIP for joint of 3 mm (for tile thickness from 3 up to
12 mm):

Here below you can find you can find details about the RLS CLIP for joint of 4 mm (for tile thickness from 3 up to
12 mm):
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New Raimondi MADE IN ITALY
diamond blade for porcelain tile
The new line of diamond blades for porcelain tiles of diameter 200mm (8”), 250mm (10”) and
300mm (12”) is made in Italy. They are Narrow-spaced "Sandwich" segmented blades see
here below for technical details:

item

A

Description
mm

B
inch

mm

inch

C
USA

mm

inch

H
mm

inch

179SET200SP

sandwich diamond blade

200

8”

25,4

1”

5/8”

2

5/64”

8

5/16”

179SET250SP

sandwich diamond blade

250

10”

25,4

1”

5/8”

2,2

3/32”

8

5/16”

179SET300BS

sandwich diamond blade

300

12”

25,4

1”

5/8”

2,5

7/64”

10

13/32”

This kind of blade has a specific distribution of the diamond in the rim. The diamond is
in the centre between two layers of fine grit, this grants a fine cut, the blade will remain
14
sharp for longer time, so it has a longer life and it does not change its rim shape.

PRICE LIST OF THE ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE LIST
N.40
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